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Automated cancelling of team review after rejection
Purpose and scope
We’ve automated stopping and cancelling of team reviews when a candidate is rejected.

Description
When you reject a candidate that’s also been shared for team review, all pending reviews
are cancelled and all completed reviews are stopped. This means that the candidate will
disappear from the team review platform overview of the reviewers. This automation
makes sure that the team review platform is cleaned up without any additional
administrative actions that have to be taken.

Workflow
1. Reject candidate(s).
2. Pending and completed team reviews are cancelled/stopped.
3. Team review platform overview of the concerned reviewers doesn’t show the

rejected candidate(s) anymore.

Transfer candidate improvement
Purpose and scope
We’ve improved the transfer candidate page by adding reference numbers in the
dropdown as well as making the dropdown searchable.
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Description
When you transfer a candidate, you have to select the vacancy that the candidate needs to
be transferred to. This is done in a new dropdown which combines the vacancy titles and
the reference numbers. In this way you can distinguish between vacancies with the same
vacancy title. Next to this it’s also possible to search within the dropdown, both on vacancy
title and reference number. In this way you don’t have to scroll through a huge list of
vacancies.

Workflow
1. Select candidate(s).
2. Choose action ‘Transfer to another project’ in order to transfer the candidate(s).
3. Choose the concerned vacancy from the dropdown through the improved search.
4. Candidate(s) is/are transferred.

Restore vacancies by vacancy owner
Purpose and scope
Vacancy owners are now able to restore their vacancies when the concerned ACL has been
activated in client settings.

Description
Clients can now choose to activate the ACL for restoring vacancies by vacancy owners. This
will give vacancy owners the option to restore vacancies themselves, so admins don’t have
to do this anymore and therefore reduce their administrative workload.

Workflow
1. Activate ACL for restoring vacancies by vacancy owner (by consultant).
2. Now vacancy owners are able to restore vacancies.
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